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Abstract: Corpora in translation studies are essential not only for research but for training as 

well. Interfaces for accessing corpora are often not user-friendly enough to satisfy the real 

needs of translation students and researchers. Moreover, interfaces differ from each other in the 

layout and type of searches that they allow for. Conscious of these limitations, we have 

developed IAC (Corpora Access Interface), a non-dependant corpus interface for monolingual 

and parallel corpora that allows users, without programming grounding, to create searching 

interfaces between a given corpus and the underlying search tools1. IAC includes also user-

controlled access that allows to distinguish between private and public corpora. Once the corpus 

is uploaded and the interface is created, IAC indexes the corpus and a user-friendly searching 

interface is automatically created allowing for 3 types of searches: simple, expert and 

frequency-based.  

 

1. Motivation 

As it becomes evident through the significant number of publications and conferences 

devoted to the field of corpus-based contrastive and translation studies during the last decade, 

analyses/studies/investigation are conducted in a wide range of subfields and with many 
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different aims. Depending on the research aim a given corpus type can be more relevant than 

another. The question of which type of corpus is suitable for which type of study has been 

discussed in many papers, but following Johansson (1998), we can claim that most of the 

research done in contrastive linguistic and translation studies requires parallel corpora and some 

other: 

1. multilingual corpora of original texts and their translations (for contrastive studies and 

translation studies) 

2. multilingual corpora of original texts which are matched by criteria such as genre, time 

and composition etc. (for contrastive studies) 

3. monolingual corpora consisting of original and translated texts (for translation studies) 

Besides research activities, corpora have been increasingly involved in learning activities. 

For this so called data-driving learning, besides monolingual and bilingual corpora also learner 

corpora can be involved and integrated into foreign language and translation teaching. In the 

context of second language acquisition, learner corpora are used to compare native and non-

native varieties of the same language (Granger 1998b: 47). For its part, in the context of 

translation, Learner Corpora, which are composed of translations produced by trainee 

translators  annotated with errors2, aim  to inform translation training. 

With regard to the availability of all these corpora types, nowadays we can claim that “the 

limited availability of corpora for cross-linguistic research” referred by Granger (2003) is 

fortunately much minor: many studies are actually carried in other languages than English, as 

large and representative corpora are available for the major European languages. Besides the 

British National Corpus3 (100 million words), we have, for example, the IDS (Institut für 

Deutsche Sprache) corpus4 for German with 1 billion words, the CREA5 (Corpus de Referencia 
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del Español Actual) for Spanish with over 200 million words and the CORIS/CODIS6 

(Dynamic Corpus or Written Italian) for Italian with 100 million words.  

In a parallel way, in recent years the arduous and expensive task of building large corpora 

has found in the world wide web as a source of linguistic data (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 

2003) real new chances.  Exploiting the web as a corpus is becoming a real alternative to the 

traditional building of large corpora, as can be checked for instance by the Internet corpora 

compiled at the Centre for Translation Studies of Leeds (Sharoff, 2006), the OPUS collection of 

parallel corpora, or the CUCWeb project developed by the GLiCom (Grup de Lingüística 

Computacional, UPF). Besides academic work, the potentiality of the web as a corpus is also 

being exploited by independent initiatives with remarkable results for the professional 

translators like by the Linguee project7. 

But apart from the question of the corpus availability, researchers need to access the 

compiled data, and depending on the very object of investigation a simple concordancer will be 

enough or otherwise more sophisticated annotation and retrieval software tools will be needed. 

For example, if the research focuses on particular forms (preposition, conjunctions…) or on 

keywords, a tool such WordSmithTools, which makes it possible to extract all the occurrences 

of a given form and to visualize them in context will be enough. Otherwise, if the research 

relies, for example, on data like frequencies over lemmata or POS sequences, the corresponding 

corpus needs to be lemmatised and linguistically annotated. Furthermore, annotated corpora 

have to be searched through an interface that normally has been built according to the 

annotation type used. The multiplicity of interfaces derived from this fact carries enorm 

economic as well as qualitative costs. On the one side, new funds have to be raised to build new 

interfaces, but on the other, the user has to be faced with several interfaces and query languages 

depending on the corpus. Interfaces differ not only on their layout, but on the types of queries 
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they allow for, and this even affects the exploitation possibilities and especially those that imply 

comparing the results obtained from several corpora. In order to get familiar with different 

interfaces and query languages and, what is worse, to face the differences in creating 

concordances (by form, lemma or part of speech (POS), in gathering statistical information, etc, 

between corpora, the user needs to spent much time and efforts. As a result, the usefulness of 

resources, even when they exist, becomes far form evident, especially by users that are not 

trained in query formalisms as is often the case in the context of translation. This is often a 

crucial point in the contrastive and translation studies field due to the fact that most researchers 

and trainers in the field come actually from the humanities.  

The problems derived from the multiplicity of interfaces and query languages can be solved 

by the creation of uniform and user-friendly interfaces that allow the location of very different 

corpora, such as IAC, which will be presented in the following sections. 

2. Corpus Query Methods 

As described in the previous section, there is a need of homogenizing the access to corpora 

as systems like databases, concordancers or corpus query systems (like CQP or EMDROS) 

require a long learning process and they cannot be used with any corpus. 

There have been initiatives like CQP Web, Sketch Engine or Jaguar that have offered tools 

to search in corpus through friendly platforms. 

CQP Web is a web-based corpus analysis system that is compatible with any corpus, but is 

especially useful for large corpora, corpora with word-level annotation (such as part-of-speech 

tagging), and corpora with rich text-level metadata. The purpose of this tool is not to allow 

users to upload their own corpora but to offer a platform for any corpora.  CQPWeb only offers 

simple searches that can be restricted by metadata. It also offers quantitative results that can be 

presented by lemma or pos (depending on corpus annotations) and incorporates other useful 
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functions, such as a query history and a subcorpora creator in order to create your own piece of 

corpus and a user control that restricts the access to the corpora. 

Another corpus tool is Sketch Engine that takes as input a corpus of any language and the 

corresponding grammar patterns and generates word sketches for the words of that language. It 

offers different search types, a standard search called simple where the query matches the 

lemma and the word introduced for searching or searches for lemma or word combined with 

part of speech for key words out of context. It also offers a query based on Corpus Query 

Language inputting complex queries that requires some training from the user. Moreover, 

SketchEngine also allows for frequency distribution and also generates a thesaurus and ‘sketch 

differences’, which specify similarities and differences between near-synonyms. 

Finally, Jaguar is a software that offers basic administration for corpora and corpora 

extraction from the web developed by Rogelio Nazar at IULA (Institute for Applied 

Linguistics). There are two ways to introduce a corpus: one is to update user files (plain text, 

html, xml, pdf, doc or ps) and Jaguar automatically converts them to the adequate format and 

another option is to build a corpus from the web. This procedure works with key words 

introduced by the user, and other parameters like language and documents format. Once the 

corpus is uploaded, it is possible to get concordances and n-grams ordered by frequency. The 

search interface is limited to forms or regular expressions in order to find pattern concordances 

or pieces of words. In some cases, if the corpus is lemmatized and tagged with IULA part-of-

speech tagset, more complex searches with these attributes can be made. The resulting lists can 

be reordered to identify interesting relations between lexical units and it calculates distribution 

measures (t-test, chi-square, and similarity coefficients, mutual information and mutual 

information cubed). 

As we have seen, some efforts have been made to develop general interfaces for corpus 

although there are still some shortcomings: i.e. limitation to monolingual corpora, tough 
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configuration, limitations with attributes (such as pos tagset, etc.). Aware of this situation, we 

have developed IAC trying to contribute to corpus query tools. 

3. IAC  

IAC is a multilingual tool to create interfaces for corpus without previous knowledge of 

programming. IAC tries to fill a gap under corpus researchers as they usually need external 

support (design and programming) to build an interface for their corpora. As researchers are not 

autonomous in building their own interfaces, more budget is needed and delays in the research 

are frequent to build interfaces. Moreover, IAC also goes beyond simple concordancers as it 

allows for complex searches and works with monolingual and aligned corpora facilitating a 

versatile tool to search in corpus. 

Not only IAC is useful for researchers but also is interesting for instructors as from a single 

interface they offer access to all their corpora to students avoiding to waste time training them 

in the multiplicity of interfaces. 

As a summary, IAC integrates:  

- A tool to upload new corpus without programming knowledge 

- A platform to host the corpora 

- A platform to search in corpus, offering textual and quantitative results 

See next sections for detailed examples of IAC. 

3.1. Monolingual corpus 

Each monolingual corpus uploaded in IAC has 3 interfaces for queries: simple, advanced 

and statistics. 
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3.1.1 Simple search 

IAC simple searches allow for key words out of context. Depending on corpus 

annotations, searches can be restricted by lemma, pos or other attributes. 

To show the simple search, we use a Catalan annotated corpus, called CucWeb, of 208 

million of words. 

 

 

Figure 1. Simple search for word casa 

 

CucWeb’s simple search interface allows to introduce ONE word by form. Moreover 

you can customize the appearance of the results page: 

Context: sentence / 15 words / 30 words / 50 words 

Results per page: 20 / 50 / 100 

Maximum number of results: 100 / 500 / 1000 / 10000 As we can see in fig. 1, we search for the 

word “casa” (house) with context 15 words context, 20 results per page and a maximum 

number of results (the bigger, the longer processing time) 
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Figure 2. Results for simple search 

 

With the simple search, we obtain textual results that can be downloaded in a text file for 

further processing. 

 

3.1.2 Advanced search 

 

The main difference between simple and advanced search is that the advanced search 

allows for key words in context. This interface is useful to get examples of collocations. 

Moreover, if the corpus is annotated with linguistic information, each element of the search can 

be restricted by these attributes. 

Let’s see an example, in the Cucweb corpus: 

Let’s imagine we want to search a feminine noun phrase formed by a determiner, a noun 

and an adjective, we define the search as 3 conditions (see fig. 4): [determiner feminine] + 

[noun feminine] + [adjective feminine] and we get textual results that match with our search 

(See fig. 5). 
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Figure 4. Advanced search of feminine noun phrases 

 

 

Figure 5. Results of advanced search of feminine noun phrases 

If our corpus has annotations at phrase level (such as errors in a learner corpus or 

syntactic information), we can also combine restrictions at word level and at phrase level. For 

example (See fig. 6), if we want to find errors in a learner corpus formed by one or more 
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elements plus a noun (Results page can be customized with the same values as simple search). 

We just need two conditions and a phrase attribute for our search.  

 

 

Figure 6. Advanced search with attributes at phrase level 

   

We also get textual results (see fig. 7). 

 

Figure 7. Results of advanced search with attributes at phrase level 
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3.1.3 Statistics 

Statistics interface has the same appearance as advance search although only searches 

restricted at word level are allowed. The main difference is that the results obtained are 

quantitative that can be sorted by all the attributes of the corpus. Getting quantitative results is 

useful for collocation or pattern extraction depending on how results are sorted, i.e. pos, lemma, 

etc. Moreover, if textual results are needed, they can be obtained from the statistical results 

page. 

As an example, we want to get quantitative results of the prepositions that follow the verb 

pensar (to think) in Spanish in order to get the prepositional subcategorization pattern. 

For our search (see fig. 8), we define a verb in condition 1 followed by a preposition in 

condition 2 and we apply also for results grouped by lemma.  

 

 

Figure 8. Quantitative search for the verb pensar + preposition 

 

See the query results in fig. 9, we obtain the lemma pensar (to think) with all the 

available prepositions in the corpus and its frequency.  
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If we want to access the textual results of the verb pensar + a specific preposition, we 

click on the right blue arrow and we get a search of pensar + the preposition with textual 

results. 

 

Figure 9. Results of quantitative search for the verb pensar + preposition 

3.1.4 Aligned corpora 

The interfaces for aligned corpora are: simple and advanced. As for monolingual corpora, 

simple search allows for queries for key words out of context and advanced search allows for 

queries for key word in context. 

The main difference between monolingual and aligned interfaces is that queries can be 

done on the source and the target corpus in both searches (simple and advanced).  

For example, in a Spanish > English corpus, we want to study the verb poder translated as may 

or might in Economics texts. In the advanced search, we need in the source language one 

condition: poder restricted as a verb (as a noun means power) and one condition in the target 

language with a disjunction may or might in the lemma restricted in Economics texts at 

metadata section (See fig. 10). (Results page can be customized with the same values as the 

monolingual corpus) 
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Figure 10. Results of advanced search in aligned corpus Spanish > English 

 

We get the source text with the query match highlighted aligned with the target text (see fig. 

11). 

 

Figure 11. Results of advanced search in aligned corpus Spanish > English 
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4. Public Corpora currently available in IAC 

IAC allocates at this very moment the following public corpora:  

Cucweb (Corpus d'Ús del Català a la Web) is a monolingual Catalan webcorpus that consists of 

more than 125,000 documents (more than 200 million words) extracted from the Web under the 

.es domain. In addition, it has been tagged with morphosyntactic information, which allows 

queries by lemma, part of speech, and syntactic function. 

 

Compartrad/Comparor is a comparable Catalan corpus containing two subcorpora 

comparable in size, topic and type of text. One of the subcorpus (Comparor) contains texts 

written originally in Catalan and the other one (Compartrad) contains texts translated (mainly 

from English) into Catalan. Each subcorpus is about 200.000 words and the documents 

included in these both subcorpora are in the field of art and proceeds from art exhibition 

catalogues as well as from art books. This corpus is annotated with POS. 

 

BancTrad is a paralel corpus aligned at sentence level with the following languages pairs: en<-

>ca, en<->es, fr<->ca, fr<->es, de-<->ca, de<->es. Altogether  

it is about 5 Million words. With regard to the sources, the documents proceed from translation 

teachers, work done in translation classes (translations 

done by students under the supervision of the professor), publishing houses and the Internet. 

Selected translations and originals are annotated with lemma and POS as well as with some 

extralinguistic information. This extralinguistic tagging allows queries to  be filtered by: 

Subject matter (economics, science, politics, etc.) 

Text type (normative, descriptive, literary, etc.) 

Register (colloquial, standard, learned, etc.) 

Degree of specialisation (low, intermediate, high) 
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LEXESP (Corpus de Referencia del Español) is a reference Spanish corpus that is about 5 

Million Words and it contains written documents from the period between 1978 and 1995. 

Regarding to the text type and topic this corpus aims to be balanced: 40% (about 3 Million 

words) of the documents proceed from novels, 10% from popular science magazines, and  40%  

from many different Spanish newspapers. 

LTC  is an annotated corpus composed of translations produced by trainee translators. It 

comprises originals in English aligned at sentence level with their respective Catalan 

translations. The LTC currently contains  about  145.000 words in Catalan and 114.00 words in 

English  from student translations that have been annotated with translation errors.  

Besides all these public corpora, IAC contains other private corpora, but our intention is 

progressively to extend the number of available corpora. 

5. Uploading a corpus to IAC 

5.1 Corpus format 

Although IAC allows for uploading any type of corpus, it should be in an adequate 

format. In this section we describe the specifications to upload a corpus in IAC1. 

Firstly, it must be a verticalized text, this means that there must be a word per line (see fig. x). 

In case, the corpus does not have annotations, it can be uploaded verticalized after interface 

configuration. 

In order to introduce annotations, IAC requires tabular format for attributes at word 

level (ie. pos or lemma). This means that a word may have more than one attribute and all of 

them should be separated by a tab. 

 

                                                 
1 IAC requires the same format as CWB as IAC uses CWB engine. 
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The  Det sg 
boy  Noun sg 
buys  Verb sg 
pencils Noun pl 

<metadata title = “Demo” year=“2010”> 
<func=”subj”> 
The Det sg 
boy Noun sg 
</func> 
buys Verb sg 
<func=”DO”> 
pencils Noun pl 
</func> 
</metadata>

 

 

 

Figure 13. Verticalized and pos tagged text 

 

In Fig. 13, the word houses has the lemma house, pos Noun and number singular, all 

these features at word level are separated by tabs. Not only is interesting to search by tags at 

word level but also to search at upper levels, such as phrase level, as many phenomena occur 

over the word level (ie. syntactic information). In these types of attributes, the information 

should be introduced with xml tags.  

Fig. 14 shows an example of syntactic attributes over word level tagged with xml tags.  

 

                            

Figure 14. Verticalized, pos and attributes at phrase level text 

And finally, the last type of attributes that can be introduced in IAC are metadata, attributes at 

text level. Their structure is similar to xml format (see fig 15) but we can add as many attributes 

as we need. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Verticalized, pos, attributes at phrase level and metadata annotated text 

<func=”subj”> 
The  Det sg 
boy  Noun sg 
</func> 
buys  Verb sg 
<func=”DO”> 
pencils Noun pl 
</func> 
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5.2 Configuration tool 

Once the corpus is in the adequate format, the interface is designed through a friendly – user 

graphical tool integrated in IAC. 

As a description of the corpus, the owner must introduce: the name of the corpus, the id (file 

name), the type of corpus (translated or original) and the group it belongs to in order to restrict 

the corpus access to a group of users. 

The next step is the attributes definition. The interface distinguishes between 3 types of 

attributes (See fig. 15): 

 Positionals (orange box): Attributes at word level. 

 Structurals (green box): Attributes over the word level. 

Metadata (light brown box): Attributes at text level. 

5.2.1 Positional attributes: 

Each attribute separated by tab (word, pos, number, etc.) has to be described by the ID and 

Name (label that will appear at the interface). There’s also an optional Info field to add an 

information tip for the user when it goes over the attribute. The configuration interface will 

have as many orange boxes as many columns the corpus has. 

We can also choose between a text box in the interface, ie. to introduce the lemma or a drag and 

drop menu to select the category of the pos. If we select the Obligatory box, these attributes will 

appear in the simple and the advanced search. In case, we don’t select the check box, the 

attribute will only appear in the advanced search. 

5.2.2 Structural and Metadata attributes:  

Those attributes over word level can be introduced though the green boxes (structural) and light 

brown boxes (metadata). As the positional attributes, all structural and metadata attributes must 

be described by the ID, Name, and the optional Info field.  
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We can also create a text box or a drag and drop menu. 

Once the interface is defined according to corpus attributes, the corpus file must be uploaded at 

the server and a click on the Corpus generation button will compile the corpus and create the 

interface with 3 search modes (simple, advanced and statistics). 

6. Conclusions 

In recent years considerable efforts have been made to develop more user-friendly interfaces for 

corpus exploitation, that allow much more possibilities than simple concordancers without 

needing to be acquainted with intricate syntax languages.  These efforts are particularly 

welcome in the context of translation studies, in which most researchers  come from the 

humanities. In order to overcome the multiplicity of interfaces derived form the  usual 

association between corpus and interface, new common platforms have been created, which 

allow the access to multiple corpora. The platform we have created and  presented in this paper, 

IAC, is a new input in that sense.  Besides being a platform to host and to exploit different types 

of corpora (mono- and bilingual) for which textual and quantitative results can be extracted, the 

most novel and  relevant contribution of IAC is that of being at the same time a tool to upload 

new corpus without programming knowledge. This possibility should be particularly useful  

taking into account the increasing amount of corpora for different languages, purposes etc.  

Furthermore, this functionality offers researchers a greater autonomy in their work facilitating 

at the same time new possibilities to exchange and collaboration in the field.   

 

Notes 

                                                 
1 IAC uses the IMS Open Corpus Workbench  

CWB available at:: http://cwb.sourceforge.net (accessed: 8 Oktober 2010). 
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2 See, for example, the MeLLANGE Learner Translator Corpus 

Avialable at:  http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/mellange/ltc.html (accessed: 8 Oktober 2010). 

3 See The British National Corpus, version 2 (BNC World). 2001. Distributed by Oxford 

University Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. Available at: 

http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/ (accessed: 8 Oktober 2010). 

4 IDS Corpus available at:  http://www.ids-mannheim.de/cosmas2/  (accessed: 8 Oktober 2010). 

5 REAL ACADEMIA ESPAÑOLA: Database (CORDE) [on line]. Corpus diacrónico del 

español. Available at: http://www.rae.es  (accessed: 8 Oktober 2010). 

6 CORIS/CODIS available at: http://corpora.dslo.unibo.it/coris_ita.html (accessed: 8 Oktober 

2010). 

 

7 Linguee was founded by Gereon Frahling and Leonard Fink. Linguee has a web crawler over 

bilingual web or other valuable sources include EU documents and patent specifications  and 

that  extracts the translated sentences. The texts are then evaluated by a machine-learning 

algorithm which filters out the high quality translations for display. 
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